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Although inﬂuence diagrams are powerful tools for representing and solving complex decision-
making problems, their evaluation may require an enormous computational eﬀort and this is a pri-
mary issue when processing real-world models. We shall propose an approximate inference algo-
rithm to deal with very large models. For such models, it may be unfeasible to achieve an exact
solution. This anytime algorithm returns approximate solutions which are increasingly reﬁned as
computation progresses, producing knowledge that oﬀers insight into the decision problem.
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Inﬂuence diagrams (IDs) [11] are a very compact representation of decision problems.
IDs include explicit representation for the basic elements of this kind of problem: uncer-
tainty about the state of the world, alternatives under the decision makers control, and
preferences. There are several methods for evaluating IDs. While some of these transform
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Nevertheless, all of these oﬀer a decision function for each decision variable. This deci-
sion function is deﬁned on the set of relevant variables for every decision and indicates the
preferred alternative (that of maximum expected utility) for each conﬁguration of values
for the relevant variables. The problem arises when the number of relevant variables for a
decision is very large. In such cases, IDs become intractable, as the number of conﬁgura-
tions for every decision function is unmanageable. The problem lies not only in computing
the values required for each decision function, but also in representing the function itself.
Approximate methods have been proposed to cope with this diﬃculty. While some of
these use simulation in order to approximate the decision functions (for example [15,2,6]),
others build these functions by means of an incremental procedure which adds the consid-
ered variables as the algorithm progresses according to their relevance (the expected value
of improvement gained when the variable is added) [10].
Our proposed method could possibly be an intermediate solution between the last two
approaches mentioned above. We use simulation to obtain approximate decision func-
tions, but it is not necessary to sample the whole state space of the relevant variables
for the decisions exhaustively, as in [6]. Although the set of relevant variables is minimized
in this work (as described in [20]), this set may be large enough to make the decision prob-
lem intractable. Horschs work [10] does not use simulation. The approximation is
obtained by making decision functions on an incremental procedure. The relevant vari-
ables are added one at a time in an attempt to maximize the expected value of improve-
ment in utility.
The main objective of the method presented in this paper is to obtain as much knowl-
edge as possible about very complex decision problems, while recognizing that an exact
solution for them may not be aﬀordable. It is conceived as an anytime algorithm merely
because we always have approximate decision functions which become increasingly reﬁned
as new computations are carried out. The knowledge is therefore added incrementally to
decision functions. The procedure is organized so as to obtain new information with the
least possible eﬀort.
This is possible despite the evaluation method used for computation. We only need one
evaluation method which is able to compute the expected utility for an ID given knowl-
edge about several of its variables. Moreover, the procedure can take into account the con-
straints about the ID variables (asymmetries), thereby avoiding considering restricted
conﬁgurations and using this information to simplify computations as far as possible.
2. Preliminaries
IDs are directed acyclic graphs with three types of nodes: decision nodes (mutually
exclusive actions which the decision maker must choose from); chance nodes (events that
the decision maker cannot control); and utility nodes (representing decision maker prefer-
ences). Links represent dependencies: probabilistic for links to chance nodes, informa-
tional for links to decision nodes (states for decision parents are known before the
decision is taken), and functional for links to value nodes. In order to explain the notation
and the algorithm better, an ID is used: the buyer car problem (see [30], Fig. 1). The size of
this ID does not favor the use of this algorithm on it; it is included for reasons of clarity
during explanations about its main features. The existence of one value node should not be
Fig. 1. Car buyer ID.
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several value nodes).
The set of chance nodes is denoted VC, the set of decision nodes is VD, and the set of
utility nodes is VU. Direct predecessors of chance or value nodes are called conditional pre-
decessors; direct predecessors of decision nodes are designated informational predecessors.
The state space for a variable (node) X is denoted XX. A set of variables will be denoted XI.
The state space for XI will be XX I . The elements of this last set will be called conﬁgurations.
The set of direct and indirect predecessors of X is denoted as pred(X) (for example,
pred(FTR) = {FTD,CC}). The set of direct and indirect successors of X will be called
suc(X). It is assumed that there is a directed path comprising all decision nodes. This
deﬁnes a total order in which decisions must be taken. Let us assume that the ordered vec-
tor of decisions is given by (D1, . . ., Dm) (in the buyer car ID, the natural order is FTD,
STD and PD). The ID semantic usually assumes that the decision maker remembers past
observations and decisions (non-forgetting assumption). We shall therefore consider that
each decision Di depends on its direct predecessors and the direct predecessors of the deci-
sions previously taken. This set will be called the information set for Di, denoted by inf-
Set(Di). The information sets for the decision nodes in the buyer car ID are:
infSet(FTD) = ;, infSet(STD) = {FTR,FTD} and infSet(PD) = {FTD,FTR,STD,STR}.
An information state for Di is a conﬁguration for the variables belonging to infSet(Di).
The complete set of information states is denoted XinfSetðDiÞ. The term case will be used as a
synonym for the information state. A case for Di (information state) represents a concrete
situation when deciding about Di. The set of decisions determines a partition of chance
nodes into m + 1 sets (I0,I1, . . ., Im,Im+1), where Ii is the set of chance nodes that are pre-
decessors of Di+1, but not of Di; Im+1 are chance nodes which are not predecessors of any
decision variable. For the buyer car ID, this partition is as follows: I0 = ;, I1 = {FTR},
I2 = {STR} and I3 = {CC}.
A policy for an ID prescribes an action for every decision. Given a decision Di, its policy
will be a mapping deﬁned on infSet(Di) and taking values on the set of possible options for
Di:
dDi : infSetðDiÞ ! XDi . ð1Þ
An optimal policy is a policy which maximizes the decision makers expected value. This
will be the objective for ID evaluation algorithms. For further details, see [14].
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When infSet(Di) is very large, it may be impossible to compute or even represent the
decision function for Di. Although an exact solution may be unfeasible, it is interesting
to gain some insight into system proposals (at least those relating to the most probable
cases). The Monte Carlo algorithm presented in this paper is designed to cope with such
situations. It could be seen as a last resort algorithm when everything else fails. Section 3.1
oﬀers a general overview of this algorithm which is formally described in Section 3.2.
3.1. General overview
The basic idea of the algorithm is that if infSet(Di) is very large (this may be true for one
or several decision nodes), then the probability of most of the Di information states occur-
ring may be very small. Some variables may therefore be irrelevant, having a very small (or
even no) impact on decision functions. Some of these variables can be detected using the
graph for the problem (see [20,24]), but in this paper they will be determined with an
approximate computation. This computation depends on the numerical values of proba-
bilities and utilities. This is not simple because the probabilities and utilities of the infor-
mation states for a decision Di depends on the remaining decisions.
Taking this into account, we have designed a forward–backward algorithm to obtain
information about the optimal policies for very complex decision problems, focusing on
the the most probable cases. The cases to analyze are therefore randomly generated
according to prior knowledge about the variables. As initially there is no prior information
about the decision variables, these will be converted into chance nodes and assigned uni-
form distributions. Thus, the ID is converted into a Bayesian Network (BN) (see Fig. 2). A
set of cases is then obtained by forward simulation (for sampling purposes, the value nodes
can be discarded). The algorithm subsequently uses these cases to improve decision poli-
cies in reverse order (backward improvement).
In order to update the decision policies, the ID is broken down into a set of single-stage
decision problems. It is worth remembering that the algorithm tries to improve the policies
by taking into account only one decision at a time. The analysis will therefore begin with
the last decision subproblem (in the buyer car ID, the last decision is PD), going back until
the subproblem for the ﬁrst decision. The submodels for the buyer car ID will be called:
PPD; PSTD; PFTD. The cases selected are stored in a database called DB. The subproblem
PPD, the ﬁrst to be analyzed, is presented in Fig. 3.
The goal at this stage is to determine the maximum expected utility policy for PD by
analyzing the cases stored in DB one at a time. For this purpose, the model in Fig. 3 will
be solved for each case of the sample. It is worth remembering that each case contains aFig. 2. ID converted into a Bayesian Network.
Fig. 3. Single ID for the last decision: PPD.
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the sample is ﬁltered to discard the values for PD and the variables belonging to suc(PD).
In the formal presentation of the algorithm, this database will be termed DB1PD. Analyzing
PPD, only the value of PD must be removed, but in general, the values for more variables
will be discarded. Once ﬁltered, each case contains the values for CC, FTD, FTR, STD and
STR. The value for these variables will be incorporated into PPD before it is solved. In our
case, the Variable Elimination algorithm (see [29]) is employed although any other one
could be used. This computation is feasible and simple merely because most of the vari-
ables will be instantiated (in PPD, only PD is uninstantiated).
As soon as the maximum expected alternative for PD under a given case is computed,
this result is stored in a new database, called DB2PD. It is in fact necessary to ﬁlter the values
for the variables not in infSet(PD). DB2PD is considered to be the knowledge available about
the decision function for PD and must be deﬁned on the same set of variables. Once PPD
have been analyzed for every case, what information is obtained? And more importantly,
how can we use it to proceed with the analysis for previous decisions? In order to explain
this, let us compare the DB2PD content with regard to the complete decision function
obtained from an exact evaluation. This comparison is shown in Fig. 4.Fig. 4. Partial/complete decision functions.
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shaded cases (rows). It must be considered that if all the cases are analyzed, then DB2PD will
be complete. d0PD would therefore be the same as the decision function computed with an
exact algorithm (right-hand side of Fig. 4). In the general case, only some information
states are available and d0PD will be a partial evaluation of dPD on this reduced set of infor-
mation states. At this point, only the policy for PD is optimized. The alternatives for the
previous decisions were carried out randomly. It is now time to improve them, but how
should this be done from the already computed partial decision function d0PD? The solution
is to use d0PD as if it were complete. Intuitively, this means dealing with new cases using
what is already known. In order to generalize d0PD to act as a complete decision function,
a classiﬁer is learned from DB2PD, where PD is the class variable and the variables in inf-
Set(PD) are the attributes. More information about the learning method for this classiﬁer
can be found in Sections 3.2 and 4.3.
The learned classiﬁer is called a policy tree. Policy trees are in fact probability trees (see
[3,4]). A policy tree for a decision variable Di, Ti, contains a probability distribution for
Di states; this is a tree where each internal node is labeled with a variable X 2 inf-
Set(Di) [ Di. Leaf nodes are labeled with probability values. Internal nodes have an out-
going arc for each state of the corresponding variable. The internal node just above the
leaves corresponds to the Di variable. The value stored in the leaf for the dij state contains
the probability of that action being the optimal one given the information state repre-
sented by the path to that leaf. By applying this algorithm to the buyer car ID, a policy
tree for the last decision, PD, could be the one in Fig. 5, denoted TPD.
It should be noted that the policy tree does not need to include all the attribute vari-
ables: when some of them are considered irrelevant under a certain conﬁguration, they will
not be included. This means that the variables in the tree are enough to decide on the set of
cases analyzed so far. Trees allow the storage requirements to be reduced thereby collaps-
ing several values into a single one. For example, Fig. 5 shows that when FTD = {notest},Fig. 5. Policy tree for PD, TPD.
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ables. The complete decision function has 192 values, but only 32 values are required to
represent the information obtained by learning in DB2PD. Some conﬁgurations are not
allowed, as they are related to asymmetries: for example, if FTD = {steering}, then the
value for FTR cannot be noresult. This policy tree generalizes d0PD, making it possible to
act as an approximate version of the complete decision function. Let us suppose that
the conﬁguration {FTD = steering,FTR = 1defect,STD = notest,STR = noresult} does
not belong to DB2PD. The policy for this case is given by the information gathered from
the analyzed sample (as though decision makers only had information obtained from their
own experience). How can the policy for this new conﬁguration be obtained? The values
for the variables in it are used to select a path through the tree, going from the root of the
tree to the proposal: PD = no (do not purchase the car).
Having computed the policy tree TPD, the next step is to use it to improve the policies
for previous decisions. Exact evaluation algorithms use max-marginalization to remove
PD once its decision function has been computed. When applying this approximate algo-
rithm, the use ofTPD must therefore be similar to the case of exact algorithms. However, if
full information were available (there are cases for all conﬁgurations in XinfSet(PD)) should
produce exactly the same result. It must be remembered that the values stored atTPD are
probabilities (left-hand side of Fig. 6) and not utilities (right-hand side of Fig. 6).
The most natural operation is therefore to convert PD into a chance node, with TPD
being its probability distribution. This will be removed as is usually done for chance nodes,
before previous decisions are analyzed. Let us suppose that DB2PD is complete. In this case,
TPD is a deterministic policy tree with degenerated probability distributions: only one
alternative for PD has a probability value which is equal to 1, with the rest being 0. If this
is true, then there is no diﬀerence between removing PD as a chance node (left-hand side of
Fig. 7) or as a decision node (as in exact algorithms) (right-hand side of Fig. 7).Fig. 6. Approximate/exact results of analyzing Dm.
Fig. 7. Removing Dm as the chance/decision node.
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will be based on the same set of cases previously used and stored in DB and used when
computing TPD. At this stage, the algorithm focuses on improving the policies for STD.
The knowledge previously obtained will be used when removing PD as a chance node.
The ID to analyze now is presented in Fig. 8.
When solving PSTD, the cases in DB must be ﬁltered (as before) to remove STD and the
variables in suc(STD), thereby obtaining DB1STD. The evaluation results will be stored in
DB2STD, after the variables not included in infSet(STD) have been removed. This last data-
base will be used to learn a classiﬁer for STD,TSTD, as a generalization of the partial deci-
sion function computed for STD. STD is then also converted into a chance node, with its
probability distribution being TSTD. Finally, the algorithm shall focus on improving the
policies for FTD, analyzing PFTD. When TFTD has been computed, the backward phase
of the algorithm is ﬁnished. The set of policy trees TFTD, TSTD and TPD is indeed an
approximate solution to the decision problem. This solution can be reﬁned by adding
more cases to DB. New cases are obtained in a forward style on the BN in Fig. 2. This
is the forward phase of the algorithm. Now, however, the probability distributions used
for sampling are not the initial uniform distributions but rather the ones represented by
the policy trees.Fig. 8. Single ID for STD decision: PSTD.
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Each problem Pi comes from changing the remaining decision nodes Dj, j5 i, into chance
nodes withTj being the conditional probability of Dj. This is related to the policy network
(see [22]). This article explains how an ID can be transformed into a Bayesian network
given a set of policies fT1; . . . ;Tmg. One basic assumption of our approach is that for
any information state for Di, it is possible to ﬁnd the optimal option in problem Pi. This
computation can easily be carried out: most of the variables will be instantiated and there
is only one decision node. In our experimental work, this is done with an exact algorithm,
but if the single decision problems are too complex, it is possible to apply an approximate
algorithm, such as the one by [8], or a Monte Carlo algorithm as explained in [6].
3.2. Algorithm
Taking the elements of the previous section as a starting point, we shall describe our
algorithm. At any given time, we shall have a vector of policies for the decision nodes.
These policies will be represented by policy trees: ðT1; . . . ;TmÞ. Initially, all the policies
will be completely random: Ti will be a tree which contains the uniform distribution
for Di states.
The algorithm starts by using the policy network associated to the problem and policies
ðT1; . . . ;TmÞ to simulate a sample with values for all the variables with the Logic Sam-
pling procedure ([9]). This sample will be called the full database and denoted as DB.
The size of the sample will be a ﬁxed parameter N. Each register of the database will con-
tain values for all the variables: (xo,d1,x1, . . .,dm,xm), where xi is a possible value of chance
variables Xi, and dj is a possible option of Dj. DB contains the cases under analysis at each
stage of the algorithm.
For each decision variable, Di, we will consider two databases: DB
1
i and DB
2
i . The ﬁrst
one, DB1i , is obtained from DB including the variables (and their values) to instantiate
when analyzing Pi. This database is obtained by removing the variables belonging to
suc(Di). The second one, DB
2
i , is used to learn a classiﬁer. This last one is obtained from
DB1i by completing each register with the Di state maximizing the expected utility in prob-
lem Pi and removing the variables not present in infSet(Di). The value for Di is completed
in the registers by solving the decision problem, which was assumed to be feasible. When
the cases in DB1i are evaluated then a classiﬁcation tree T
0
i is induced from DB
2
i .
The procedure is repeated until a policy treeT0i has been computed for every decision.
The set of policy trees oﬀers an approximate solution to the complete ID. Nevertheless,
these policies may be reﬁned by adding more knowledge. This requires obtaining more
cases, as before. Now, however, the sampling for decision nodes is not a blind selection
of alternatives (with a uniform distribution) and the best alternative is selected based on
actual information (the sampling distribution for Di is T
0
i).
The new cases will be stored in DB (where previously analyzed cases are also stored).
New computations must be carried out with these cases, obtaining new policy trees
T001; . . . ;T
00
m to replace T
0
1; . . . ;T
0
m. This iterative procedure is followed repeatedly until
K iterations have been performed (we shall later consider other alternative stopping
procedures).
The sampling procedure can be easily modiﬁed to consider the asymmetries of the deci-
sion problem (if it is asymmetric). The use of numerical trees to quantify constraints is
explained in [8]. The combination of these numerical trees with the current policy trees
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plifying the set of cases to analyze and focusing the algorithm on valid conﬁgurations.
Moreover, it would be possible to add cases to DB with non-random procedures. This
could be interesting when some low probability cases are of special interest.
Having presented the basic ideas, we can give a formalized description of the algorithm:
1.Compute initial random policies ðT1; . . . ;TmÞ
2.For k = 1 to K do steps 3–83.Obtain a database DB in the policy network for policies
ðT1; . . . ;TmÞ by Logic Sampling
4.For i = m down to 1 do steps 5–7
5.Compute database DB1i
6.Complete each register of DB1i with optimal decision of Di in Pi
computing database DB2i
7.Compute new random policy T0i inducing a classification tree
in DB2i ; Di is the class variable and the predicting attributes
are the other variables.
8.Replace ðT1; . . . ;TmÞ by ðT01; . . . ;T0mÞ
9.Output:deterministic version of ðT1; . . . ;TmÞ as the optimal set of
policies for the problem.
Line 3 is the forward step, and the loop comprising lines 4–7 is the backward step.
The procedure for computing T 0i is based on classical methods for obtaining a classiﬁ-
cation tree, where the class variable is Di in database DB
2
i . There are several procedures for
building classiﬁcation trees. In this paper, we shall follow the C4.5 procedure [23] and a
method based on information gain where probabilities are estimated with Laplace correc-
tion (as proposed by [5]). If we are in a leaf that is compatible with n registers in database
DB2i , the number of options of Di is si, and the number of times that the state dij appears in
these registers is rj, then the probability of dij in this leaf is:
rj þ 1
nþ si . ð2Þ
Only at the end of the iterations is a deterministic version of the policies computed by
selecting the option with the greatest probability for each leaf. At intermediate steps, we
keep the random nature of the decisions, estimating their probabilities with this correction.
This is the basic framework. There are certain variants and modiﬁcations which we have
considered. In the following sections, we shall describe additional details.
4. Additional details
4.1. Accumulative databases
The full database DB does not discard the cases used in previous iterations. This means
that knowledge about new cases is incrementally added to the decision functions, and so
the approximations will be improved step by step. The set of cases generated for an iter-
ation and stored in DB will be used to compute DB1j . The results of evaluating Pj for all
the previous cases are kept in DB2j . The computation of DB
2
j is diﬀerent in the last decision
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2
m and it will require no further
computation. It is worth remembering thatPm does not receive information from previous
decisions. Therefore, when DB1m contains a case of the sample which has already been eval-
uated, there is no need for further computation: the result is obtained from DB2m and will
be stored as a new register in that database. The same does not hold for the other decisions
simply because T0m may diﬀer from Tm. The set of decision problems at the current iter-
ation will therefore be diﬀerent to the problems from the previous ones. It is then necessary
to recompute the optimal policy even for the cases of previous iterations.
4.2. Stopping criteria
In the current version of the algorithm, we deﬁne a ﬁxed number of iterations as the
parameter K. The consideration about accumulative databases, however, may also be used
in future versions. The following conditions may be considered, either individually or
jointly:
• There are several iterations where no new cases are added to DB. In such case, these
iterations do not represent an important contribution to the reﬁnement process. This
situation could suggest that the algorithm has already considered the set of possible
conﬁgurations with a high probability (the remainder would have a very low probabil-
ity of occurring).
• The decision functions resulting from two iterations come closer and closer. In this case,
even by adding knowledge from new conﬁgurations, the optimal policies for them have
already been captured and there are no changes in the decision functions. We could
therefore control the Kullback–Leibler distance between two consecutive iterations
and stop the algorithm when this distance is below a given threshold.
4.3. Classiﬁcation
Regarding classiﬁcation, we would like to highlight the following features:
• Classiﬁcation trees are never pruned. The reason for this lies in the need for classiﬁca-
tion trees to be similar to the decision trees containing the optimal policies. An exact
evaluation would give rise to deterministic policies, where the related decision tree will
have a degenerated distribution for every conﬁguration.
• The description of the algorithm has been simpliﬁed with respect to the construction of
the decision trees. In fact, two types of classiﬁers are used during evaluation. The ﬁrst
type follows the C4.5 procedure. The classiﬁcation trees obtained with this algorithm
are used when decision nodes are converted into chance nodes in order to compute
the optimal policies (Step 6); this is justiﬁed by the previous comment. It is desirable
to obtain decision trees which are as similar as possible to degenerated trees: one con-
ﬁguration, one alternative. The second type of classiﬁer is presented in [5]. This pro-
duces smoother distributions (less extreme probability values) than C4.5, and is used
at the beginning of each iteration (Step 3) in order to obtain new samples for evaluation
in the logic sampling step. This algorithm is used for sampling purposes and has a
greater probability of obtaining the samples which have not as yet been considered.
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by itself. Non-informative variables will not appear in the decision trees. This is an
important point for reducing the size of the representation of complex decision func-
tions. Moreover, the trees can give a compact numerical representation: leaves with
repeated values can be collapsed into a single one. By performing this recursively, it
is possible to reduce the storage requirements. Taking into account the small size of
the buyer car ID, the policy tree in Fig. 5 is a complete representation although only
16.66% of the values need be stored. There will be greater saving when much more com-
plex IDs are evaluated.
4.4. Comparison with other algorithms
Horsch and Poole [10] have also considered decision trees for representing policies
(reﬁned incrementally) according to the expected utility gain. There are however three
main diﬀerences between this algorithm and ours. Firstly, when using partial conﬁgura-
tions of the relevant variables, the average on the missing variables is taken. This produces
a unique decision which maximizes the utility and which must be randomized with some
extra meta-parameters expressing the probability that the policy will be reﬁned in the
future. Our algorithm has a random nature and considers complete conﬁgurations. When
we have a partial conﬁguration in the policy tree, a probability distribution on the deci-
sions is then computed naturally, according to the decisions corresponding to the complete
conﬁgurations in the sample. The second diﬀerence is the greedy nature of the Horsch and
Poole [10] algorithm, which can modify ﬁrst the policy corresponding to D1 making it
deterministic and not allowing time for Dn to be evaluated for other options of D1. We
believe that this can give rise to early convergence problems. The third diﬀerence is that
the structure of the decision tree in Horsch and Poole is ﬁxed: once a branching has been
performed, it is never reconsidered. As our algorithm computes a complete decision tree in
each iteration, even the root node can be modiﬁed.
Lauritzen and Nilsson [16] have developed another algorithm for limited memory inﬂu-
ence diagrams which is in some ways similar to our proposal. In this algorithm, policies
are also iteratively improved for each decision. It also considers non-relevant variables
in order to simplify the evaluation problem. There are however important diﬀerences:
our approach can be applied although all the variables are relevant (i.e., all the arcs are
necessary in the graph). In our case, relevant variables are computed during evaluation,
and it is possible to discard variables with little eﬀect on the decisions and for asymmetries
to be taken into account. In limited memory inﬂuence diagrams, the main problem is not
in the space requirements as in our case, but in the combinatorial nature of the computa-
tion of global policies. If we have the non-forgetting hypothesis and all arcs are necessary,
then the Lauritzen and Nilsson approach cannot be applied, whereas our algorithm is spe-
cially designed for such situations.
5. Experimental results
In order to test the performance of the algorithm, we must use IDs which can be solved
with exact algorithms (so that we can obtain the exact solution and compare it with the
approximate one) and which are suﬃciently complex for the sampling technique to be
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agement [2], and the second one is presented in [17]. The main features of these are
described in Table 1, which includes the maximum and minimum values for the utility
function.
The decision functions for the ﬁrst ID contains 576 and 62,208 conﬁgurations. Taking
into account the variables to be simulated for both decisions, there are 9216 and 46,080
possible conﬁgurations to be obtained during the sampling procedure. The second ID con-
tains 80, 2880 and 11,520 conﬁgurations for each decision. The number of possible cases
are 5760, 11,520 and 34,560, respectively. These two IDs follow the non-forgetting condi-
tion, although this is not a requisite: the key point is for there to be an order, regardless of
the method used to obtain it.
Table 2 shows a typical run on the second of the IDs. The number of matches is com-
puted according to the optimal policy for the whole problem when computed with an exact
algorithm. The number of iterations is 20, with 100 being the sample size for each loop.
The coverage column includes the percentage of cases (in proportion to the sample space)
used to compute the approximated decision functions.Table 1
IDs used for testing
Dec. Chance Value Params.
Probs. Utils (max–min)
2 19 1 853 30 (100–0)
3 17 1 8282 144 (1010–0)
Table 2
Typical evaluation for the ID with three decisions
Matches Coverage
Dec0 Dec1 Dec1 Dec0 Dec1 Dec2
100 61.22 65.95 1.55 1.23 0.52
100 70.94 80.69 2.93 2.41 1.02
100 82.75 94.97 4.27 3.56 1.31
100 83.68 93.97 5.56 4.71 1.82
100 83.91 93.97 6.88 5.83 2.31
100 82.87 94.75 8.04 6.88 2.82
100 81.94 94.53 9.25 8.02 3.29
100 82.98 96.76 10.24 9.02 3.78
100 86.57 96.76 11.37 10.03 4.23
100 87.96 98.77 12.55 11.18 4.69
100 88.42 98.77 13.82 12.35 5.16
100 88.88 98.77 14.90 13.39 5.65
100 90.16 98.32 15.97 14.29 6.11
100 93.40 98.77 17.05 15.32 6.57
100 91.20 98.77 18.04 16.28 7.03
100 91.89 98.32 19.03 17.24 7.47
100 91.66 98.32 20.05 18.23 7.93
100 93.40 98.32 21.06 19.13 8.38
100 93.28 98.32 21.91 20.08 8.83
100 93.86 98.32 22.83 21.02 9.26
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4.69% for the iteration number 10, ﬁrst row of right-hand sub-table in Table 2), the algo-
rithm achieves a very good approximation for the decision functions.
Due to the random nature of the algorithm, we have carried out 20 runs on every ID.
For each run, we show the number of matches and the expected utility diﬀerence regarding
the exact solution (as a percentage with respect to the maximum value for the utility). The
results of the evaluation on these two IDs are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. The last rows
of the table include the average and standard deviation for these measures.
Our experiments show that examination of a small subset of cases is enough in these
IDs to obtain a good approximation of the exact solution. This can be seen by looking
at the average and standard deviation for the ratio between the analyzed cases with respect
to the complete number of possible cases (coverage) for every decision: lDec0 = 39.12,
lDec1 = 36.58, rDec0 = 0.42 and rDec1 = 0.56 for the ﬁrst ID and lDec0 = 23.21,
lDec1 = 20.90 and lDec2 = 9.51, rDec0 = 0.29, rDec1 = 0.30 and rDec2 = 0.058 for the sec-
ond one.
It is important to point out that this algorithm has been specially designed for IDs
which cannot be solved with exact algorithms, and as a way to obtain as much knowledge
from them as possible, even recognizing that a complete set of decision functions is not
possible. In this situation, the critical resource is memory allocation and not time
(although inﬁnite time is available, the complete decision functions could not be repre-
sented). We have tested the memory requirement for the Java virtual machine when solv-
ing these IDs with the exact VE algorithm [14] and with simulation. The average value forTable 3
Iterations on the ID with two decisions
Eval. Matches Exp. utility diﬀs. (%)
Dec0 Dec1 Dec0 Dec1
1 87.5 100 13.24 0
2 87.5 100 10.67 0
3 87.5 100 13.38 0
4 87.5 99.88 13.55 0.56
5 91.66 100 9.15 0
6 87.5 100 13.56 0
7 91.66 100 9.59 0
8 87.5 100 10.98 0
9 87.5 100 13.6 0
10 91.66 100 9.2 0
11 91.66 100 9.78 0
12 91.66 99.58 9.04 0
13 91.66 99.86 9.3 0.05
14 87.5 99.72 13.56 0.07
15 87.5 99.86 13.4 0.053
16 91.66 99.86 8.62 0.053
17 91.66 99.86 9.04 0.053
18 87.5 99.72 13.05 0.075
19 87.5 99.72 12.9 0.075
20 91.66 99.58 8.92 0.091
l 89.372 99.88 11.22 0.059
r 2.12 0.14 2.05 0.12
Table 4
Iterations on the ID with three decisions
Eval. Matches Exp. utility diﬀs. (%)
Dec0 Dec1 Dec2 Dec0 Dec1 Dec2
1 100 94.09 100 0 1.868 0
2 100 90.39 97.54 0 1.804 0.427
3 100 90.39 99.88 0 1.899 0.037
4 100 91.08 97.54 0 2.034 0.454
5 100 89.12 98.88 0 2.469 0.155
6 100 93.98 99.55 0 1.807 0.081
7 100 93.75 99.55 0 1.839 0.081
8 100 91.35 98.54 0 1.926 0.147
9 100 92.7 98.21 0 1.018 0.403
10 100 93.4 96.65 0 1.254 0.576
11 100 87.61 99.66 0 2.014 0.803
12 100 94.32 98.66 0 2.217 0.328
13 100 93.05 99.77 0 2.024 0.046
14 100 92.36 96.65 0 1.8 0.305
15 100 89.93 99.21 0 2.214 0.803
16 100 90.97 99.77 0 2.919 0.046
17 100 93.28 99.88 0 1.940 0.797
18 100 92.24 99.77 0 1.523 0.057
19 100 91.66 96.76 0 2.009 0.98
20 100 93.98 99.55 0 1.71 0.081
l 100 91.98 98.80 0 1.916 0.33
r 0 1.85 1.17 0 0.396 0.312
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and 90.87 for the second (and will be larger for more complex IDs). This is a reliable mea-
surement merely because all the tests were carried out on the same platform (Elvira sys-
tem) using the same classes for managing numerical distributions. The computation
time with this algorithm is of course longer than that taken by exact algorithms, but it
must be remembered that this approach should be used to solve IDs that cannot be solved
with exact algorithms.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm to obtain information about very com-
plex IDs. The keystones for this procedure are simulation and classiﬁcation. When the
algorithm is tested with several IDs, the approximate decision functions are increasingly
close to the exact ones (as shown by the promising results of the experiments). This algo-
rithm could be applied to IDs which cannot be solved with exact algorithms. When this is
the case, an algorithm which obtains information about the model incrementally is extre-
mely useful. The ﬁrst iterations of the algorithm already oﬀer decision functions for every
decision. As long as more resources are used to compute the model, better approximations
will be obtained. The algorithm may be adapted to consider qualitative knowledge (asym-
metries) about the problem, so that these asymmetries can be used during the sampling
and evaluation processes (as explained in [8]). A point for future research is the possi-
bility of using a modiﬁcation on this algorithm for adapting a given ID to a changing
134 A. Cano et al. / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 42 (2006) 119–135environment in which to deal with a database of new situations, instead of the database of
cases obtained in Step 3 of the algorithm. Another future work is to test the performance
of another classiﬁcation methods for generalizing the results from analyzed cases and for
sampling purposes.
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